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Slum beautiful is a remarkable, straight forward, poetic and eye stretching memoir of KyDeja Morgan's
(Slum Beautiful) struggling life. In her first 28 years of life she was molested, practiced blasphemous acts,
robbed, sold drugs, used drugs, prostituted, and arrested and almost prosecuted for the murders of both her
mother and brother. Like her other siblings, Slum was raised in a dysfunctional family that practiced open
sex, used drugs, gambled and treated their home as a hangout for other addicts. Through her avowed journey
in life, it would take Slum 28 years and 11 months, along with becoming homeless to find the beauty in her
slum (mind, body, soul and surroundings.) she was able to connect, dig out and remove some of the most
scattered and unraveling moments of her life thanks to the acts of soliloquy, prison and an unlikely fallen
angel along the way. However, before Slum could share her newly found beauty she has to beat a slew of
charges, including breaking and entering, robbery, murder-and come fourth with secrets that inadvertently
prolonged her vicious life cycle. Slum Beautiful- in retrospect not only visits the most dangerous place on
earth in our heart's memory, but gives a mind-boggling, touch of retrograde amnesia exploring the
inducement of dysfunction in Slum's family that includes, molestation, sibling rivalry, systematic
dependency, drug dependency, self hate, cultural hate, racism, and women and child abuse. Slum Beautiful
explores how cycles of injustice begin, and how they can continue to plague without culminating. Penned
with a poetic pen, conscience mind, and honest heart, Slum beautiful is the Pangaea of life before the
evolution of such disheartening events, and then some. It is an internal reflection of yours and mine. Find
your beauty, before the wrong hands do. Without further do, Kenny Attaway presents Slum Beautiful: the
soliloquy of the kandy lady.
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From reader reviews:

Alma Bulger:

Do you have favorite book? If you have, what is your favorite's book? Book is very important thing for us to
be aware of everything in the world. Each reserve has different aim as well as goal; it means that reserve has
different type. Some people sense enjoy to spend their time to read a book. They are really reading whatever
they take because their hobby is actually reading a book. How about the person who don't like examining a
book? Sometime, person feel need book when they found difficult problem or maybe exercise. Well,
probably you will need this Slum Beautiful.

Jesus Sandiford:

Why? Because this Slum Beautiful is an unordinary book that the inside of the guide waiting for you to snap
the item but latter it will distress you with the secret this inside. Reading this book next to it was fantastic
author who have write the book in such amazing way makes the content inside easier to understand,
entertaining approach but still convey the meaning thoroughly. So , it is good for you because of not
hesitating having this any more or you going to regret it. This amazing book will give you a lot of positive
aspects than the other book get such as help improving your skill and your critical thinking technique. So ,
still want to delay having that book? If I had been you I will go to the guide store hurriedly.

Hae Hughes:

You can find this Slum Beautiful by browse the bookstore or Mall. Just viewing or reviewing it could
possibly to be your solve trouble if you get difficulties for ones knowledge. Kinds of this reserve are various.
Not only by written or printed but in addition can you enjoy this book by simply e-book. In the modern era
such as now, you just looking by your mobile phone and searching what their problem. Right now, choose
your current ways to get more information about your book. It is most important to arrange yourself to make
your knowledge are still upgrade. Let's try to choose correct ways for you.

Ettie Hardcastle:

What is your hobby? Have you heard this question when you got pupils? We believe that that issue was
given by teacher on their students. Many kinds of hobby, Every individual has different hobby. Therefore
you know that little person like reading or as looking at become their hobby. You must know that reading is
very important and also book as to be the issue. Book is important thing to include you knowledge, except
your own personal teacher or lecturer. You see good news or update in relation to something by book.
Numerous books that can you choose to use be your object. One of them is this Slum Beautiful.
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